Ice-binding proteins (IBPs) control the growth and shape of ice crystals to cope with subzero temperatures in psychrophilic and freeze-tolerant organisms. Recently, numerous proteins containing the domain of unknown function (DUF) 3494 were found to bind ice crystals and, hence, are classified as IBPs. DUF3494 IBPs constitute today the most widespread of the known IBP families. They can be found in different organisms including bacteria, yeasts and microalgae, supporting the hypothesis of horizontal transfer of its gene. Although the 3D structure is always a discontinuous $\beta$-solenoid with a triangular cross-section and an adjacent alpha-helix, DUF3494 IBPs present very diverse activities in terms of the magnitude of their thermal hysteresis and inhibition of ice recrystallization. The proteins are secreted into the environments around the host cells or are anchored on their cell membranes. This review covers several aspects of this new class of IBPs, which promise to leave their mark on several research fields including structural biology, protein biochemistry and cryobiology.

Introduction

Wide expanses of the Earth experience temperatures seasonally or permanently below zero degrees [1–3]. These regions include sea and lake ice, glaciers, polar ice caps and snow-covered mountains. Subzero temperatures lead to the formation of ice crystals, which can cause cell lysis through changes in osmotic pressure or physical rupture [4,5]. Organisms that face this threat have developed several strategies to combat freezing. One approach is to produce high concentrations of solutes – such as polyalcohols and sugars – to depress the freezing point of water in a colligative manner [6]. Another strategy is to develop ice-binding proteins (IBPs) that adsorb to ice crystals and control their growth in a non-colligative way [7–10].

Ice-binding proteins were first discovered in fishes in the late 1960s and described as antifreeze proteins (AFPs) because they functioned to depress the freezing point of biological fluids [11]. Since then, IBPs performing a variety of biological roles have been isolated and characterized from many different organisms, including fishes, insects, plants, bacteria, fungi and algae [7,12–14]. In higher eukaryotes, two IBP functions that counteract freezing damage are freeze avoidance and freeze tolerance. Freeze-avoiding organisms,
like fishes and insects, produce IBPs to prevent ice crystal growth, thereby maintaining their biological fluids in a liquid state [12,15]. However, IBPs in freeze-tolerant organisms, like plants, function to minimize the damage caused by freezing [16,17]. These latter IBPs are active in inhibiting the growth of harmful large crystals at the expense of smaller ones in the area surrounding the plant cells, a process known as ice recrystallization inhibition (IRI) [16].

The role of IBPs in microorganisms may be more varied. For instance, the Antarctic bacterium *Marinomonas primoryensis* uses a multidomain protein with ice-binding activity to adhere to both diatoms and surface sea-ice, hence forming an oxygen/nutrient-rich zone in their environment [18,19]. Lastly, many different microorganisms isolated from snow, sea-ice and polar terrestrial and marine environments secrete IBPs that, in addition to a freeze tolerance function, potentially increase their habitable space by altering the morphology of surrounding ice [20–25].

**Activity-based classification of IBPs**

Ice-binding proteins are able to depress the freezing point of water by adsorbing to the surface of nascent ice crystals [26]. Surface adsorption also slightly increases the ice melting temperature [27,28]. This thermal hysteresis (TH), the difference between the melting and freezing points, serves as one quantitative measure of IBP activity (Fig. 1A) [29]. TH measurements are usually performed with a nanoliter osmometer, which allows researchers to monitor and record the freezing/melting temperatures of single ice crystals in IBP-containing solutions, under tightly controlled temperature conditions [30], while observing the shape of the ice crystals. Based on their TH activity, IBPs have been compared and classified in two main groups: moderately active IBPs, exhibiting TH in the range of 0–2 °C, and hyperactive IBPs that can achieve these TH values at one-tenth the concentration, with upper limits of 2–13 °C [7].

The primary model used to describe the ability of IBPs to control ice crystal growth and shape was proposed by Raymond and DeVries [26]. This is the adsorption-inhibition mechanism. According to this mechanism, the adsorption of IBPs to ice induces surface micro-curvatures between bound IBPs, making any further addition of water molecules to the ice surface energetically unfavourable when a critical radius is reached, as described by the Gibbs–Thomson model.

**Fig. 1. Activities of IBPs.** (A) TH. The adsorption of IBPs to the ice surface induces the lowering of the water freezing point and the raising of the ice melting point. At temperatures below the freezing point, it is possible to observe the growth of ice crystals in an explosive manner (ice burst). (B) Ice shaping. The morphology of ice crystals is strictly related to the ability of an IBP to bind one or more specific ice crystal planes. The hexagonal ice unit (i) is defined with a and c axes. The basal plane of the ice crystal is coloured blue, while the prismatic planes are light blue. IBPs bound to prismatic planes inhibit ice growth along the a-axes (ii), generating hexagonal bipyramid ice crystals (iii). (C) IRI. IBPs stabilize small ice crystals and inhibit their growth into larger ones. IBPs are indicated as red spheres.
equation. Therefore, the presence of IBPs strongly influences the growth kinetics of selected ice crystal faces, depending on the affinity of the various IBPs for the different ice crystal faces (Fig. 1B). Since the morphology of a crystal is dominated by its slowest growing face, a deviation in the growth kinetics of the various crystal faces results in a change in morphology. For instance, most moderately active IBPs bind to prismatic and/or pyramidal planes, and rarely to the basal plane, giving rise to a bipyraddy ice shape that forms along the c-axis during crystal growth slightly below the equilibrium freezing point [31]. In contrast, hyperactive IBPs bind rapidly to the basal plane – as well as some combination of prismatic or pyramidal planes – to cause a flattening or rounding of the two hexagonal bipyramidal tips due to suppression of growth along the c-axis [31,32].

Apart from TH, an additional metric for categorizing IBPs is by their IRI activity [33]. IRI also uses the adsorption–inhibition mechanism to stabilize small ice crystals and prevent loss of their water into larger crystals (Fig. 1C) [16,34]. IRI activity can be measured by forming thin layers of ice and optically monitoring the size of ice grains in the presence of different IBP concentrations over time. Several methods have been developed in the past 30 years. (a) The so-called ‘splat assay’ deposits water droplets from a height of >1 m onto an ultracold metal surface to attain thin wafers of ice grains, the mean dimensions of which are quantified before and after a set amount of time to measure IRI [35]. By performing splat assays on serial dilutions of an IBP, the IBP’s threshold concentration for retaining IRI can be determined and compared to other proteins [36]. (b) The ‘sandwich assay’ is a variation of the splat method done in high sucrose concentrations, where multiple ice crystals are surrounded by solvent and sandwiched between two glass plates. Ice crystal size is monitored during a set time and analysed to extract the rate constant for ice recrystallization. The inhibitory concentration (C_{i}; i.e. the concentration causing 50% inhibition of ice recrystallization) is calculated by plotting the rate constant as a function of IBP concentrations [37]. Unfortunately, data obtained from the two assays are not directly comparable due to differences in sample composition and assay conditions [9]. Based on C_{i} values from the sandwich assay, IBPs have been classified as: very effective (C_{i} < 10^{-1} \text{\mu mol} \text{-L}^{-1}), effective (10^{-1} < C_{i} < 10^{3} \text{\mu mol} \text{-L}^{-1}) and ineffective (C_{i} > 10^{3} \text{\mu mol} \text{-L}^{-1}) [38].

To date, all IBPs with TH activity show IRI but there is not yet an understanding of how these activities scale, nor how they directly relate to ice shaping [39]. For example, plant IBPs typically have weaker TH activities than fish AFPs [32,40] but have higher IRI activity [17,41]. Also, IBPs can be diluted beyond the point of measurable TH, yet still present distinct ice shaping and IRI. What makes deciphering trends in relative activity more difficult is that measurements of both TH and IRI activities of different IBPs, and their ice shaping properties, are affected by several experimental variables. This is particularly true for TH measurements where the holding temperature and cooling rate used, the solute concentration, the type of IBP present in solution, the initial ice crystal size and the IBP concentration all influence the result [42–44]. The lack of standardization can make it difficult to compare absolute activity values between laboratories, although within an experimental regime, values are reproducible and comparable. Instigating a set of more stringent parameters that are maintained between research groups will be necessary for the universal, activity-based classification of IBPs.

**Ice-binding sites and their identification**

Thermal hysteresis and ice recrystallization both require IBPs to bind to ice. There have been several theories over the years about how IBPs, which are freely soluble in liquid water, are able to recognize and adsorb to ice, the solid state of water. It is now accepted that each IBP has one specific area through which it binds ice. These surfaces are known as the ice-binding sites (IBS) and are typically flat and relatively hydrophobic, with the most active IBPs often containing a repetitive motif that is threonine-rich (e.g. T-X-T and T-X-N) [7,10]. The presence of this motif can make identifying the IBS easier, although it is missing altogether from some IBPs. One approach to IBS identification is based on this site being the most highly conserved surface of the IBP, and combining sequence (i.e. multiple alignment with orthologs), 3D structure information and computational simulations [e.g. ice docking and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations]. The putative IBS can then be confirmed by rational-design mutagenesis to substitute supposed ice-binding residues with large, bulky residues that would spoil the IBS (e.g. Tyr), followed by functional analysis to identify mutations that drastically decrease TH activity. To date, this labour-intensive approach has correctly identified the IBSs of most IBPs, including type III AFP [45], LpIBP from *Lollium perenne* [40] and *Marinomonas primoryensis* IBP (MpIBP) from *M. primoryensis* [46].
Structure-based classification of IBPs

To date, the solved structures of IBPs belong to 11 recognizably different folds [10] and additional structures are being processed for publication (Fig. 2). This amazing diversity of IBP structures has evolved across different Kingdoms of life to serve the same function: controlling ice growth. An early attempt was made to classify IBPs isolated from fishes into four different groups according to their 3D structures: antifreeze glycoproteins (AFGPs) and three AFP types [47]. The structure of type I AFP is an alanine-rich α-helix [48], whereas type II and III AFP from fishes are small globular proteins of different origins [49,50]. Interestingly, while these different types of AFPs are prime examples of convergent evolution to serve the same function, several of the types evolved independently in different species, maintaining both the same function and structure. For instance, the AFGPs evolved independently in Antarctic and Arctic fishes as polymers of a simple glycosylated tripeptide repeat [51]. Additionally, the type I AFPs independently arose at least four times in different fishes [52].

Outside of fishes, the diversity of IBP types has defied such tidy classifications, although the β-solenoid fold is common. Several insect IBPs are β-solenoids stabilized by extensive disulphide bridges, e.g. the IBP

Figure 2. Overview of IBP structures and their corresponding ice-binding activity. The structures of IBPs, both non-DUF3494 (A) and DUF3494 (B), are aligned along a vertical axis of TH. IBPs demonstrating higher TH activity are placed above those with lower activities; a rough break between hyperactive and moderately active IBPs is shown. Structures are coloured by secondary structure, with helices shown in teal, beta sheets shown in red, and loops shown in dark purple. Calcium ions are shown as orange spheres, and the disulphide bonds in TmAFP and several DUF3494 IBPs are coloured yellow. Symbols indicating phylogenetic groupings are found beside the species name, with red squares for fishes, green triangles for plants, blue hexagons for insects, blue stars for arthropods and circles for microorganisms (orange: bacteria, yellow: microalgae, green: fungi).
isoforms from *Tenebrio molitor* [53], *Rhagium inquisitor* [54] and spruce budworm [55]. In plants, *L. perenne* – also known as winter ryegrass – uses a β-solenoid moderately active IBP to mitigate freeze damage [40,56]. In microorganisms, the fold of the ice-binding domain of *MpiIBP* consists of a large β-solenoid that requires calcium ions to fold properly [46,57]. Indeed, the prevalence of the β-solenoid in IBPs has led to the hypothesis that the particular spacing of Thr residues along the helical-axis of the solenoid is optimal for matching ice on the basal and prism planes [53].

Despite these many IBPs that use a β-solenoid shape to achieve ice-binding activity, there are still examples of completely different folds. For example, the IBP from the primitive arthropod *Hypogastrura harveyi* has the remarkably different fold of a bundle of polyproline type II coils [58,59]. Even among the different β-solenoid-containing IBPs mentioned above, significant differences exist in length, cross-section shape and diameter, repetitive motifs and stabilizing interactions through disulphides or metals. The distinct tertiary structures taken up by IBPs has undoubtedly played a part in the differences in TH activity on display (Fig. 2A).

However, there is one IBP fold of distinction. The fold in question is a discontinuous β-solenoid (Fig. 3), first introduced by two 3-D structures solved in 2012 [60,61]. The signature domain of this fold, originally called IBP-1, is designated by the Pfam library [62] as the domain of unknown function (DUF) 3494. What makes this IBP fold so remarkable is less its discontinuous structure – which is interesting into and of itself – but rather the observation that DUF3494 proteins are commonly found among bacteria, yeasts, fungi and microalgae in an apparent example of lateral gene transfer, as opposed to the convergent evolution that gave rise to most other IBPs [42,63–66]. Also, of great interest is that, despite their common structure, the characterized proteins endowed with the IBP-1 fold exhibit a wide range of IBP activity (Fig. 2B). In this review, we will include the current state of research pertaining to DUF3494-containing IBPs, which will be referred to as DUF3494 IBPs.

**The DUF3494 protein family**

A protein domain represents a functional and structural unit. Currently, 20% of all protein domains lack an attributed function, hence the annotation as domains of unknown function (DUFs) in the Pfam database [62]. DUFs are widespread in all phyla, but most of them belong to bacteria (ca 2700 DUFs), while 1500 DUFs are from eukaryotes. Despite the unknown function of these domains, many are highly conserved, indicating a key biological role [67].

DUF3494s are typically found in psychrophilic organisms, prevalently bacteria belonging to the phyla of *Flavobacterium* and *Bacteroidetes* [68]. In some cases, the DUF3494 fold is associated with an N-terminal signal peptide and with the secretion domain T9SS typical of *Bacteroidetes* extracellular proteins [69]. Other DUF3494-containing proteins were also found in yeasts, algae, fungi and even archaea from regions that experience cold temperatures. In the last decade, increasing numbers of proteins containing the DUF3494 were demonstrated to bind ice crystals and, hence, were classified as IBPs [21,60,70–77]. The current number of DUF3494 proteins confirmed as IBPs is so large that it raises the
question of whether or not there are DUF3494s that do not bind to ice.

**Architecture of DUF3494 IBPs**

Based on the Pfam library, 865 proteins are predicted to contain the DUF3494 (accession: November 2018). These proteins are arranged into 84 architectures, with the single-DUF3494 architecture (Fig. 4A) being the most representative (~68%). Almost all characterized DUF3494 IBPs exhibit this simple architecture [60,72–74,78–81]. Generally, single-DUF3494 IBPs also contain an N-terminal signal peptide, suggesting that these proteins are secreted into the environment near the cells or accumulate in the membrane [24,25].

Currently, only two IBPs belonging to different DUF3494 architectures have been biochemically characterized. The first is IBPv, from the *Flavobacteriaceae* strain 3519-10 isolated from the Vostok lake [75,82]. This protein contains two consecutive DUF3494 domains, connected by a 17-residue linker and ending with a short C-terminal domain (Fig. 4B). Additional uncharacterized proteins with tandem copies of the DUF3494 are present in the Pfam library, such as the archaeal protein from *Methanoregula boonei* that houses five such repeats. The second example is the multidomain SfIBP_1 from *Shewanella frigidimarina*. This protein contains a single DUF3494 preceded by an N-terminal series of tandem bacterial immunoglobulin-like (Blg) domains (Fig. 4C). Though the first example to be characterized, this architecture is not unique to SfIBP_1; many DUF3494-containing proteins having been partnered with varying numbers of Blg domains.

There are numerous other DUF3494-containing architectures, some that include alternative localization domains like the Autotransporter domains associated with the Type V Secretion System [83], or the Gram-positive Anchor domain [84]. Meanwhile, other companion architectures encompass sugar-interacting modules, like the PA14 and Laminin G3 domains (Fig. 4D). As there are no current characterized exemplar proteins for these architectures, it is unclear whether these proteins have ice-binding activity, and— if so—how the additional domains help to facilitate the proteins’ functions.

---

**Fig. 4.** Architectures and 3D structures of DUF3494 IBPs. (A) Single DUF3494 domain architecture. Boxed is the 3D structure of TislBP (PDB code: 3V33). (B) Architecture of double-domain DUF3494 IBP: two DUF3494 elements are connect by a 17-residue linker (in orange), the C-terminal domain is in red; the 3D structure of IBPv (PDB code: 5UYT) is boxed. (C) Architecture of a multidomain DUF3494 IBP: Blg domains are coloured in blue, whereas the black box contains the 3D structure of SfIBP_1 (PDB code: 6BG8). (D) Architecture of DUF3494 domain associated with sugar-interacting domains: Laminin G3 domain is coloured in yellow, while PA14 domains are in orange. The black box contains the 3D structural model of the DUF3494 domain predicted by i-TASSER [115]. In all architecture representations, the N-terminal signal peptide is coloured in light blue. In all 3D structures, β strands belonging to the a, b and c faces of β-solenoid are in green, yellow and cyan, respectively. The helix α1 is in red and the 3_10 helices in magenta. The 3D model is in grey.
Biological role of DUF3494 IBPs

The DUF3494 IBPs have been found in many organisms from a variety of habitats, including seas, lakes, glaciers, sea-ice and snow-covered fields [14,25,71,85]. While these can be harsh environments, biodiverse communities of microorganisms can still thrive, provided they are outfitted with the proper survival strategies. One such strategy for microorganisms living in sea-ice is the production in large quantities of IBPs [42,66]. Most DUF3494 IBPs are predicted to have a signal peptide and therefore to be secreted from the cells into the surrounding medium. However, the role of IBPs in sea-ice is still unclear. It has been proposed that IBPs modify the structure of brine channels that naturally form in sea-ice. By attaching to the icy walls of the channels the IBPs may make them more convoluted, therefore decelerating brine drainage from the sea-ice layer and increasing the habitable space (Fig. 5A) [22,23,42]. Indeed, several species of fungi, bacteria and diatoms have been confirmed to secrete their DUF3494 IBPs into the growth media, from where they could work to carve out a niche for their host organisms in the ice [14,42,86].

Alternatively, secreted DUF3494 IBPs could be used to prevent ice recrystallization in the immediate vicinity of the organism, thereby promoting survival through decreased risk of cell damage. Evidence of this behaviour was reported by James Raymond, who found that the ability of an aquatic moss, *Byrum argenteum*, to survive subzero temperatures was due to the accumulation of DUF3494 IBPs on its surface. Interestingly, the metagenomic analysis revealed that the IBPs were actually being secreted from epiphytic bacteria living on the moss, providing an interesting example of IBP-mediated symbiosis (Fig. 5B) [24].

While many DUF3494 IBPs have explicit export signal peptides, others contain a lipobox signal peptide, which associates the protein with the cell membrane. One such example is the earlier described *Sf* IBP₁, which has been confirmed through immunoblotting to be membrane-associated [72]. A potential reason for this localization can be gleaned from examining the IBP of *M. primoryensis* (*MpoIBP*), another example of a membrane-associated IBP expressed by an Antarctic marine bacterium. This 1.5-MDa protein encompasses multiple domains, including many tandem BIg domains reminiscent of those found in *Sf* IBP₁. The BIg repeats separate an N-terminal membrane-anchoring region from several C-terminal domains that allow the bacterium to bind to both ice and the diatoms [19]. The architecture of *MpoIBP* allows it to function as an ice adhesin, adhering its bacterial host to surface ice in its aquatic environment, while also promoting connections with phototrophic diatoms. In doing so, *M. primoryensis* is able to remain in the upper oxygen-rich strata of its environment, connected to nutrient-producing diatoms. Recent studies have proposed that *Sf* IBP₁, which possesses a similar architecture (i.e. BIg domains and a membrane-anchoring mechanism), could function...
as a new type of ice adhesin (Fig. 5C). While no other DUF3494 proteins have been found to share this property as of yet, the many similarly organized DUF3494-containing proteins found in the Pfam library indicate that ice adhesion may be a more prevalent strategy for surviving cold aquatic environments than previously thought [19,72].

**Evolution of DUF3494 IBPs**

Convergent evolution of both structure and function cannot explain the distribution of DUF3494 IBPs, which crosses several taxonomic divisions. It is highly unlikely that the complex tertiary structure of DUF3494 (Fig. 3) that includes a beta-solenoid joined together from opposite ends of the protein could be re-invented from a different progenitor to bind ice. Phylogenetic analyses of DUF3494 IBPs have been undertaken by several research groups, using both large and small cohorts to deduce the evolutionary history of these proteins [42,63–66]. The most notable trend observed is that DUF3494 IBPs from wildly different organisms cluster together. The phylogenetic tree in which fungal, algal and bacterial DUF3494 IBPs show higher sequence similarity to each other than to other IBPs within their respective Kingdoms, as also confirmed in a recent work published by Arai and collaborators [87] (Fig. 6). Indeed, the bacteria *S. frigidimarina* and *Flavobacterium frigoris* even provide examples of multiple DUF3494 IBP-encoding genes within the same organism – even found directly beside each other in the genome – that group differently on the phylogenetic tree [42,64,72].

The most likely explanation for the distribution of DUF3494 IBPs is horizontal gene transfer (HGT). HGT is the passing of genetic material ‘horizontally’ between organisms, as opposed to ‘vertically’ between generations [88]. Precedence for IBP-related HGT exists as the best explanation for the distribution of type II lectin-like AFP, found in several phylogenetically distinct families of fishes [89]. Sea-ice can be regarded as a ‘hot spot’ for HGT [90]. Studies showed that extracellular DNA in brine is enriched up to 13 times compared to the under-ice ocean [91] and that HGT is higher at the solid–liquid interface than in the liquid phase [92]. The high density of potential donor and recipient organisms within brine channels and the solid icy walls of the channels, which may act as a stabilizing substrate for attached DNA, possibly make sea-ice a favourable environment for HGT [21]. By comparing the phylogenetic tree of DUF3494 IBPs with that of small subunit (SSU) rRNA speciation markers, Sorhannus has identified at least four occurrences of horizontal transfer of DUF3494 IBP genes [63]. Two of these incidents occurred between eukaryotes, such as the diatom *Chaetoceros neogracilis* transferring its DUF3494 IBP gene to the copepod *Stephos longipes* [63,93], while the other two occurred between prokaryotes as in the case of the proteobacterium *Polaribacter igensii* that transferred its DUF3494 gene to four proteobacteria (*Shewanella denitrificans*, *Shewanella frigidimarina*, *Colwellia* sp., *Psychromonas ingrahamii*) [63]. HGT events from prokaryote to eukaryote would likely be less frequent due to the differences in promoter regions and in codon usage [94]. Nevertheless, a recent work suggests an HGT occurred from a bacterium to the Antarctic fungus *Antaromyces psychrotrophicus* [87].

While HGT provides a solid hypothesis that explains the distribution of DUF3494 IBPs, an alternative explanation cannot be entirely ruled out. The differences between the SSU rRNA and DUF3494 IBP trees could also be explained by rampant gene duplication in progenitor species, followed by subsequent loss of gene copies further along the evolutionary timeline [64,95]. However, the sheer number of gene duplication and loss events necessary to fully explain the evolution of this widespread protein makes this explanation unlikely.

**Activity of DUF3494 IBPs**

**Thermal hysteresis activity**

The IBPs belonging to the DUF3494 family possess a wide range of TH activities (Fig. 2B and Table 1), with values ranging from 0.08 °C (at 200 μM of Afp4 from *Glaciozyma antarctica*) [76] to 3.8 °C (at 140 μM of *Colwellia* sp. strain SLW05 IBP (Col/IBP)) [74]. Although these measurements were carried out in...
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different buffers and ionic strengths, and are not directly comparable, it is unlikely that such a big disparity in activity can be explained by differences in laboratory protocols. These data suggest that DUF3494 IBPs naturally have a range of activities that would otherwise only be seen in one IBP type by targeted mutagenesis to decrease activity to different extents. Has this process occurred during evolution, and for what reasons? The functional diversity of bacterial DUF3494 IBPs is remarkable, especially if one considers that TH activity is generally dictated by IBP origin. For instance, insect IBPs are generally hyperactive, whereas fish AFPs are usually moderate [7].

Interestingly, DUF3494 IBP isoforms within the same species can have a wide range of TH activities, as in the case of isoforms 6 and 8 of Typhula ishikariensis. Despite their high sequence identity (83.4%), the TH activities of TisIBP6 and TisIBP8 at 0.11 mM are 0.3 and 2.0 °C, respectively. It has been hypothesized that the secretion of multiple isoforms of TisIBP with various levels of TH activity may allow the snow mould fungus to thrive in different habitats exposed to subzero temperature [60,73].

### Ice plane affinity of DUF3494 IBPs

To help visualize the IBPs’ binding planes, a fluorescence-based ice plane affinity (FIPA) analysis was developed [45,96], whereas other studies applied laser confocal fluorescence microscopy [22,97]. FIPA analysis, based on the traditional ice etching method [98] requires the use of fluorescently labelled IBPs, which are incorporated into a macroscopic single ice crystal hemisphere during its slow growth [98,99]. When testing hyperactive DUF3494 IBPs (e.g. TisIBP8, ColIBP and SfIBP1), fluorescence was observed over the entire hemisphere, indicating that IBPs bind to multiple ice planes, including the basal plane [72–74]. Basal plane binding is a requirement for hyperactivity, but some IBPs with weak TH activity, like the LpIBP from grass, also bind the basal plane [56]. Indeed, FIPA analysis of TisIBP6 and Euplotes fociardi bacterial consortium IBP (EfcIBP) showed that these moderate IBPs are able to bind basal and other planes [60,100]. This binding pattern to ice crystal planes was confirmed also for the moderate IBP isoform 11 from the sea-ice diatom Fragilaropsis cylindrus (fcIBP11) by laser confocal fluorescence microscopy of a single ice crystal in a solution of the fluorescently labelled protein [22]. In addition to these experimental methods, MD simulations of fcIBP11 indicated that the protein can, at least partly, bind the primary prism and basal faces, despite its moderate activity [79].

### Ice crystal shaping by DUF3494 IBPs

The binding of DUF3494 IBPs to diverse crystal faces, including the basal ones, is reflected in ice crystal shaping by these proteins. Studies on single crystals of 10–50 μm in diameter show that DUF3494 IBPs also produce different patterns of ice growth and burst (i.e. the rapid growth of ice crystals at temperature below the non-equilibrium freezing point) [14,22,72,74,78,80,100]. For instance, in the presence of the hyperactive SfIBP1 within the TH gap, ice crystals present hexagonal shape, (Fig. 7i) whereas the bursting occurs with a dendritic pattern perpendicular to the c-axis (Fig. 7ii). These combined features were found also in other hyperactive DUF3494 IBPs [Flavobacterium frigoris PSI IBP (FfIBP) and ColIBP] [72,74,78] and

---

**Table 1. TH activity of DUF3494 ice-binding domains.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein ID</th>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>TH activity</th>
<th>Molecular weight (kDa)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFP4</td>
<td><em>Glaciezyma antarctica</em></td>
<td>0.08 °C at 200 μM</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AnpIBP1</td>
<td><em>Antarcitomyces psychrotrophicus</em></td>
<td>0.56 °C at 150 μM</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChIBP</td>
<td><em>Chaetoceras neogracile</em></td>
<td>0.80 °C at 40 μM</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>[71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoIBP</td>
<td><em>Colvella sp. strain SLV05</em></td>
<td>3.80 °C at 140 μM</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EfdIBP</td>
<td><em>Bacterium consortium of Euplotes fociardi</em></td>
<td>0.53 °C at 50 μM</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fciIBP11</td>
<td><em>Fragilaropsis cylindrus</em></td>
<td>0.90 °C at 350 μM</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FfIBP</td>
<td><em>Flavobacterium frigoris PS1</em></td>
<td>2.50 °C at 50 μM</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBPs</td>
<td><em>Flavobacteriaeae bacterium 3519-10</em></td>
<td>2 °C at 50 μM</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeIBP</td>
<td><em>Leucosporidium sp. AY30</em></td>
<td>0.35 °C at 370 μM</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NagIBP</td>
<td><em>Navicula glaciei</em></td>
<td>3.20 °C at 1.6 mM</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SfIBP1</td>
<td><em>Shewanella frigidimarina</em></td>
<td>2 °C at 80 μM</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TisIBP6</td>
<td><em>Typhula ishikianensis</em></td>
<td>0.32 °C at 140 μM</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TisIBP8</td>
<td><em>Typhula ishikianensis</em></td>
<td>2 °C at 180 μM</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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overall are typical of hyperactive IBPs, which share the ability to bind the basal plane of ice [31]. On the other hand, in the presence of the moderate *EfcIBP*, ice crystals assume a hexagonal truncated trapezohedron shape and they burst perpendicular to the c-axis (Fig. 7A,C) [100]. Moreover, detailed studies on single crystals in the presence of the moderate *fcIBP11* (Fig. 7B), clearly showed that this protein is able to suppress the crystal growth along the c-axis similarly to hyperactive IBPs [22]. Overall, these results suggest that the basal plane affinity is required for hyperactivity but is not yet sufficient to explain it.

Interestingly, according to present day knowledge, all moderate basal-binder IBPs share a β-solenoid structure [56,60,80,81], which is also common to hyperactive ones. This observation suggests that the affinity for the basal plane benefits from the regular spacing of amino acid residues provided by β-solenoid structure [46,53,55]. Explaining the rationale of hyperactivity is not straightforward, and this issue is still open. Experiments on ice-binding kinetics might help to understand the differences between hyperactive and moderate basal-binder IBPs. Kinetics experiments carried out on the moderately active *EfcIBP* indicate it binds ice crystals very fast when compared to the hyperactive swAFP from spruce budworm [100].

**Inhibition of ice recrystallization activity**

Unfortunately, the paucity of data concerning IRI activity of DUF3494 IBPs makes it difficult to detail trends in their behaviour. Interestingly, *EfcIBP* and *sfIBP_1* have observable IRI activity even when diluted down to 2.5 and 5 nM respectively [70,72]. Though the values were obtained with two different techniques, and are not directly comparable, they are both very high IRI activities when compared with other IBPs measured by the same techniques [38]. To date, all IBPs with TH activity show IRI, but there is not yet an understanding of how the two activities scale [39]. The TH and IRI activities of *EfcIBP* and *sfIBP_1* represent an example of the uncertainty in the TH–IRI relationship. Both possess relatively high IRI, yet *EfcIBP* is a moderate IBP (TH of 0.53 °C at 50 μM), whereas *sfIBP_1* is hyperactive (TH of 2 °C at 80 μM). Before making too much of this distinction, it will be necessary to assay both proteins under the same conditions.

The limited available data on the activity of DUF3494 IBPs do not allow for a general rule about the IRI of these proteins to be drawn. As more high-throughput methods of IRI analysis become available, a comprehensive examination of all known DUF3494 IBPs may elucidate such a rule in the future [101]. In addition, one cannot exclude that the discovery of new DUF3494 IBPs could disclose new combinations of TH, IRI and ice shaping activities, not previously described.

**Structural features of IBPs belonging to DUF3494**

Currently, nine crystal structures have been reported for DUF3494 IBP family members: *TisIBP6* [60],
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**Fig. 7.** Pattern of ice crystals shape and burst in the presence of DUF3494 IBPs. (A) Ice shaping in the presence of *sfIBP_1* and *EfcIBP* inside the TH gap (i) and at temperatures below the freezing point (ii). (B) The morphology of *fcIBP11* at temperatures below the freezing point, observed by bright-field microscopy. The ice crystal was first visualized with the basal face parallel to the observation plane (i), then rotated by 45° (ii) and 90° (iii), to allow observation of the faces perpendicular to the basal face. (C) Model of hexagonal ice. The basal planes are coloured in light blue, while the pyramidal near basal plane are coloured in orange. Red arrows indicate the direction of the ice burst. Figure adapted from Refs. [72,100,22].
TisIBP8 [73], Leucosporidium sp. AY30 IBP (LeIBP) [80], FfIBP [78], ColIBP [74], IBPv [82], SfIBP_1 [72], EfcIBP [81] and fcIBP11 [79]. All these proteins present the IBP-1 fold that consists of a discontinuous right-handed $\beta$-solenoid with a triangular cross-section formed by three parallel $\beta$-sheets (faces a, b and c), and an $\alpha$ helix that runs along the a-face, parallel to the main axis of the protein (Fig. 3). This extended $\alpha$ helix hides the a-face and prevents its exposure to solvent and, hence, to ice crystal surfaces, whereas the b- and the c-face are completely exposed to the solvent [60,73,74,78,80]. The discontinuity in the solenoid is optimally seen when the polypeptide sequence is coloured in chainbow format as illustrated in Fig. 3 for TisIBP6. Here, adjacent red and blue coils of the solenoid come from distant regions (residues 26 and 217 respectively) of the polypeptide chain to form a seamless solenoid. This discontinuity is one of the features of the DUF3494 fold that would be difficult to duplicate in an independent evolution of the fold. It is also a reason why beta-solenoids are typically ‘capped’ to prevent end-to-end associations that can lead to amyloid formation [102,103].

The most divergent element between the structures is the ‘capping region’ at the N-terminal top of the $\beta$-solenoid. This element contains limited secondary structure and is located between two $\beta$-strands (Figs 3 and 8). Based on the general structure of the capping region, DUF3494 IBPs can be divided into three groups. The first group contains mostly bacterial IBPs (e.g. ColIBP, FfIBP), where the cap is compact and held together by a disulphide bond [74,78]. The second group is much more structurally diverse, sporting two loops of varying lengths that interact with each other through varying residue contacts. Originally, this group was found only in eukaryotic IBPs (e.g. LeIBP, TisIBP, fcIBP11), but the bacterial SfIBP_1’s capping structure was elucidated and shown to contain a superficially similar structure, albeit with very different residue contacts holding the loops together [60,73,74,78–80]. The final group currently includes only EfcIBP, which does not contain any capping structure (Fig. 8D). On the other hand, the bottom end of the DUF3494 solenoids (C-terminal) also has a capping structure. Far more consistent between DUF3494 IBPs, it usually folds as a small loop that cuts across the helix end and blocks the hydrophobic core. An exception is represented by fcIBP11, whose C-terminal capping sports a distinctly larger loop [79].

The role of the N-terminal capping region as a structural element is not completely understood, though its function is most likely related to protein stabilization. Considering the high propensity of

![Fig. 8. Capping head region of DUF3494 IBPs. Lateral (top) and overhead (bottom) views of the capping head region for (A) ColIBP (PDB: 3WP9), (B) TisIBP_6 (PDB: 3VN3), (C) SfIBP_1 (PDB: 6BG8) and (D) EfcIBP (PDB: 6EY0). Based on the presence of capping head region, DUF3494 IBPs are classified in two groups. ColIBP, TisIBP_6, SfIBP_1 and fcIBP11 belong to the first group containing a capping head region. This region in ColIBP is stabilized by a disulphide bond (red in A). By contrast EfcIBP does not contain any capping region. Figure adapted from Ref. [72].]
β-solenoid structures to form amyloids through fibril formation, cap regions are often a method for counteracting supramolecular head-tail linkage [104]. For example, removal of the cap from the pertactin β-solenoid protein lead to increased oligomerization and aggregation [103,105]. Many different forms of caps have been discovered, but all function by covering the hydrophobic core of the solenoid and interacting with unpaired hydrogen-bond donor/acceptors of the outermost β-strands. It is likely that the DUF3494 IBP capping regions are fulfilling a similar function, which makes the cap-less EfcIBP all the more interesting. The recombinant protein’s monomeric and stable nature seems to contradict the capping structure’s theoretical importance. However, there are β-solenoid proteins that use alternative strategies to prevent head-tail oligomerization. The Escherichia coli UDP N-acetylg glucosamine acyltransferase protein (PDB: 1LXA) uses a combination of prolines and charged residues to deform the otherwise flat top of its beta-solenoid, thereby discouraging interaction [106,107]. Interestingly, a similar proline-induced bulge is present at the top of the EfcIBP solenoid, along with several smaller polar residues (Thr, His, Asn) that may also play a part.

The work of Do and coworkers also demonstrated the role of the S–S cap in thermal stability of FfIBP, versus the more diffuse cap of LeIBP. Indeed, replacing the LeIBP cap with the S–S cap from FfIBP improved the midpoint temperature (Tm) of the chimeric LeIBP by ~5 °C. The reciprocal cap exchange generated a chimeric FfIBP lacking the disulphide bridge, which showed a lower Tm (~10 °C) [78]. Whether this difference in stability between groups 1 and 2 is true for all DUF3494 IBPs is unknown, as is the impact this stability has on function for proteins that are produced and work at low temperatures.

A peculiar architecture distinguishes the 3D structure of IBPv, which contains two IBP-1 homologous domains linked together [82]. The full-length protein has a TH activity of >2 °C at concentrations higher than 50 μM, whereas the single domains exhibit much lower TH activity (0.40 and 1.37 °C at similar concentration for domains A and B, respectively) [75]. While differences in TH activity could be due to structural fragility – i.e. only the full-length protein can acquire the appropriate fold – duplication of the DUF3494 entails doubling the IBP’s ice-binding surface and an increase in overall IBP size, both of which are known to increase the TH activity of IBPs [108–110]. Therefore, the duplication of DUF3494s may offer evolutionary advantages to microorganisms living at subzero temperatures.

### Ice-binding sites (IBS) of DUF3494 IBPs

The DUF3494 IBPs seem to break most of the general rules about IBSs. The putative IBS of DUF3494 IBPs sports a variety of surfaces that differ greatly in composition. Structural biology and rational mutagenesis studies with the DUF3494 IBs have stressed the relevance of the b face of the β-solenoid in ice-binding, as well as of the loops that connect the a and b face [60,73,74,78,80]. An exception is EfcIBP, which can bind ice crystals through both b and c faces [81]. MD simulations with fcIBP11 have suggested other loops, not flat surfaces, like the α helix and the loop between the b- and the c-face, are involved in ice-binding [79]. By comparing these different surfaces, it may be possible to deduce what factors contribute to the disparity in activity between such structurally similar proteins.

A survey of data in the literature on structural and physical-chemical properties of IBSs leads to the following considerations:

- **A comparison of IBS amino acid composition from DUF3494 IBPs of known structure and activity highlights the importance of hydrophobicity.** For instance, the IBS of hyperactive TisIBP8 is more hydrophobic than its moderate counterpart TisIBP6 [73]. Indeed, mutation of the TisIBP6 to include more hydrophobic residues resulted in an increase in TH activity. However, the content of threonine, hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues compared in hyperactive and moderately active DUF3494 IBPs does not generally show any clear trend.

- **The topologies of the IBSs from the b face of several known structures (Fig. 3) seem to suggest that a flatter surface is more suitable to interact with the very regular surface of ice.** Indeed, the hyperactivity of CoIBP was proposed to stem from its very flat IBS, a trait shared by FfIBP but absent in the moderately active LeIBP and fcIBP11 [74,79]. However, counteracting this point is the rather flat surfaces of the moderately active TisIBP6 and EfcIBP, and the rather uneven surface of the hyperactive SfIBP1. It appears that the qualitative trait of ‘flatness’ by itself may be too simple to account for such a complex interaction.

- **The search for repetitive IBS motifs leads to an uncertain picture.** Among the hyperactive DUF3494 IBPs, only FfIBP contains a clear repetitive motif (T-A/G-X-T/N) [78] as seen in the hyperactive TmIBP and MpIBP [46,53]. Paradoxically, the moderately active EfcIBP...
contains a similar repetitive motif (T-X-T or T-X-D) [81], which appears to rule out a preeminent role of repetitive motifs in the hyperactivity of DUF3494 IBPs.

- Molecular dynamic simulations carried out on fcIBP11 indicate it can bind both the basal and primary prism faces of the ice crystal [79]. This is in line with previous experimental results on this protein [22].

Overall, the mechanism of hyperactivity in DUF3494 IBPs remains elusive. This activity might depend not on single structural elements, but on their combination. As more DUF3494 IBP structures of varying levels of activity are solved, structure-activity relationships might become clearer.

Conclusions and perspectives

At the present, it is still unclear what structural attributes of IBPs determine their relative activity. The flatness and the regularity of IBS structure, the strength of ice interaction and its irreversibility, the ability to bind on a unique rather than multiple sides of an ice crystal are some of the arguments used to explain the diverse properties of IBPs. Taken together, the available data on the structure-function relationships of IBPs do not permit predictions about the activity of these proteins. Differences in IBP activity might be due to the various selective pressures exerted by different environments on IBP-producing organisms. Many research groups search for new IBPs that have specific traits (activity, ice shaping, stability etc.) amenable to biotechnology applications. However, the lack of a conserved IBP domain makes finding new examples labour-intensive, requiring the blind sampling of different species for activity followed by native purification of the protein for identification [111,112]. DUF3494 IBPs are an easy-to-find alternative, detectable through simple blast searches, allowing for recombinant expression for characterization.

Such a family of structurally similar proteins would appear uninteresting for research purposes, especially since the ease with which DUF3494 genes have been passed between microorganisms makes it seem less likely that new IBP structures will be discovered in these phyla. In insects, where IBP innovation from different progenitors is more feasible than HGT, there is likely to be much more diversity in structures. Indeed, three distinct IBP folds have already been discovered in insects [53–55] and on at least two occasions these folds have independently developed in unrelated insects through remarkable examples of convergent evolution [113,114]. Thus, within microorganisms the returns from prospecting for new IBP organisms are likely to be minimal.

However, the appeal of DUF3494 IBP research is due to one of the most puzzling features of the DUF3494 fold members: the amazing range of TH activity they exhibit. The least potent members of this family are not even as strong in TH as plant IBPs, whereas the most potent are comparable in activity to insect IBPs. This range includes isoforms that are hyperactive with full suppression of growth out of the c-axis, others that also have growth suppression along the c-axis but low activity, and other moderate isoforms with full growth along the c-axis when TH is exceeded. Indeed, the large number of predicted DUF3494 IBP sequences are a relatively untapped resource of IBPs with diverse activities and biophysical characteristics, ready to be mined for potential uses in biotechnology. Furthermore, their sheer number and variety will provide more data points for solving the questions that still plague the IBP field, such as: (a) what is truly needed for a successful ice-binding surface? (b) Is there a predictable connection between intensity of TH and IRI activities? (c) How do IBPs evolve to gain/lose function within different environments/species?

It is still not known if all DUF3494 are IBPs. One could look for examples of DUF3494s that come from organisms that are not obviously psychrophilic. These domains could be recombinantly expressed, checked for folding by CD, and then tested for TH and IRI. Alternatively, if the DUF3494 is secreted, the protein could be recovered from the medium for testing. The discovery of a DUF3494 protein without ice-binding activity would raise the question of its function and whether or not the ice-binding DUF3494s evolved from it, or vice versa. The discontinuous beta-solenoid is such an unusual and distinctive fold that it would be beneficial to find out where and when it originated.
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